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‘Try it / Fix it’ and Feedback Policy 

‘Try it / Fix it time’ is strategically positioned in the timetable for the first 15 minutes of each 

new day. The purpose behind this is to for children to revisit their learning from the day before 

in order to be able to place their learning ahead of them in the context of their learning journey. 

It is also to encourage depth and breadth across the curriculum by ensuring pupils are 

constantly revisiting learning, placing learning into different contexts and reflecting on 

themselves as learners. 

What this structured time looks like: 

• Books will be ready on table, ALL with feedback from yesterday’s learning 
• Pupils will sit quietly and independently access their try it and fix it’s provided by the 

teacher 
• Teacher to have taken register by 9:05am 
• Teacher to be going around class – aiming to see every child between 9:00-9:15. 

During this time, teacher will date that they have seen children's quality response to 
the try it / fix it in work 

• Learning Support Staff to be guiding children / working with children under teachers’ 
direction from feedback (maybe one child / group of children who need more 
clarification) 

• Once a pupil has finished ‘Try it / Fix it’, teacher to also have provided purposeful 
learning activities. This could be times table game, reading once a week, practising 
spelling / grammar game etc. but MUST be learning and not reading every day 

• Just before 9:15 children to stop and tidy up and line up for assembly to be ready to 
walk into assembly straight away and be sat down in assembly for 9:17am. 

• During assembly teacher and/or support staff will use this time for interventions (2/3 of 
class to assembly) 

• SLT member running assembly to ensure children are back in class and ready to learn 
for 9:30am 

 

Feedback policy: 

At Silkmore, we believe that feedback should be both verbal and written. Feedback must 

move learning and understanding forward by either extending understanding or 

consolidating understanding. Pupils need to understand what they are doing well, what 

they need to do more of and be stretched and challenged into new learning when 

appropriate. The expectation is that teachers address all ARE SPAG mistakes / 

misunderstandings in all work. Teachers can then choose most important grammar / 

spelling mistakes for child to address (three as a maximum). 

Feedback is directly related to the Learning Objective of that learning session. Feedback 

is differentiated through cognitive domains and this is indicated by the circling of the word 

AIM present on the feedback sticker. 

Feedback in the feedback sticker is to be a balance between typed / handwritten (in 

accordance to handwriting policy). There is to be at least two personalised pieces of 

feedback per week and a range of celebratory and ‘Try it / Next Steps’ type feedback. 

Feedback is to be captured throughout the learning by the teacher / learning support staff 

in order to clearly evidence impact on learning and understanding during a learning 

session. 

Feedback symbols are to be utilised consistently across the school and are to be displayed 

in the classroom for children to access. See below: 



  



Examples of Try it / Fix it Feedback having impact and moving learning forward: 

A celebratory comment provided and referenced in order to be specific. Hand written in accordance 

with handwriting policy. 

A next step in their learning – applying this word into a different context 

Feedback sticker matching Essential Learning objective 

SPAG errors highlighted 

Original reflection from child received additional feedback as did not match the task in the Try it 

appropriately – demonstrating high expectations 

 

 

 

Feedback matches Essential Learning objective 

AIM circled – showing deep understanding 

Asking Why to further extend thinking and deepen understanding 



 

 

Fix it utilised correctly – as original learning needs to be further improved to deepened 

understanding 

Feedback matches Essential learning opportunity 

Feedback personalised by using handwriting (in adherence to policy) 

 

 

 

Pupil achieved well within learning session against Essential Learning Objective so therefore next 

step provided in order to deepen understanding. ‘Combine 2 or more to create short descriptive 

passage’. 

Quality response provided 



 

Feedback matching Learning Objective and clearly demonstrating science focus 

 
 

 


